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A Tale of Two Financial Hubs
Is Singapore bene�tting from Hong Kong's
duress? Not entirely.

COVER STORY

During the 2017 Chinese New Year, late at night, a well-connected
Chinese-born businessman named Xiao Jianhua

(https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/09/18/xiao-jianhua-lost-
empire/) was abducted from his apartment in the Four Seasons Hotel
Hong Kong, apparently in coordination with Chinese law enforcement.
�e bewildered billionaire was placed in a wheelchair, covered in a
blanket and rolled away. Later, he reappeared in Shanghai, where last
year he was sentenced
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(https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/19/business/chinese-canadian-
billionaire-xiao-jianhua-
sentenced.html#:~:text=�e%20Tomorrow%20Group%20empire%20came,home
to 13 years in prison on corruption charges. 

But Xiao’s plainclothes captors had been breaking the law too: �e
Chinese security agents were not authorized to operate in the city. 

On paper, Hong Kong is a “special administrative region.” Its semi-
autonomy had been eroding for years at the time of Xiao’s arrest, but
the erosion had been felt largely at the street-level, among pro-
democracy agitators and outspoken booksellers. For the city’s shielded
rich, the dramatic seizure of one of their own sounded a shrill wake-up
call. 

Soon came other alarms: the 2020 National Security Law
(https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-52765838); the freezing
of bank accounts tied to political undesirables; the defanging of the

The Committee for Safeguarding National Security of the HKSAR, with then

chief executive Carrie Lam in the center, July 6, 2020. Credit: HK Customs
(https://www.customs.gov.hk/hcms/filemanager/en/content_112/issue64_e.pdf)
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press; Covid Zero. Since 1949, Hong Kong had been considered a free
and glitzy refuge from the Chinese Communist Party. Suddenly, it
wasn’t.

“For my clients, the wild�re [of CCP intrusion] was getting too close,”
says David Lesperance, an immigration lawyer focused on wealthy
Chinese. “�ey were smelling smoke.” 

Now, seeking refuge from Hong Kong, many have turned to another
Asian, postcolonial port city: Singapore. In recent years, wealthy
Chinese from both Hong Kong and the mainland have been �ocking
to Singapore in large numbers. �e Singaporean government does not
release country-based immigration statistics. But one metric that’s been
used to measure the migration is the number of new family o�ces, an
investment vehicle popular with wealthy Chinese. 

Between January 2020 and April 2022, registered family o�ces (FOs),
which require a minimum fund of $7.3 million and a net worth of
$400 million, rose from 400 to 843; Chinese FO founders accounted
(https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/companies-markets/banking-
�nance/chinas-new-rich-drawn-singapore) for up to 44 percent.
Recent founders include the Hong Kong magnate Li Ka Shing, one of
the wealthiest businessmen in the world, and Zhang Yong, a Chinese
hotpot billionaire. 

— Clyde Prestowitz (https://www.clydevprestowitz.com/),
economist and author

�e wealthy class of Chinese has seen the writing
on the wall. Xi Jinping’s China is not a safe place
for them or their money.
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“Founders of family o�ces pick ‘Singapore Inc’ because everything
works,” says Kia Meng Loh (https://dentons.rodyk.com/en/kiameng-
loh), a senior partner with the Singaporean law �rm Dentons Rodyk &
Davidson. “Entrepreneurs �nd it easy to register a company in a matter
of hours. �e government dishes out incentives and tax cuts for
investors.” 

Indeed, in an era of increasing capital controls and “common prosperity
(https://www.thewirechina.com/2021/09/26/common-prosperity-or-
populist-pr-stunts/),” rich Chinese emigrants view the orderly island
foremost as a haven for their private wealth. But they also see
Singapore as a stable bastion of competent governance, relative
freedom and pro-business bona�des with tension-free ties to southeast
Asia and the west. �e new catchphrase among Chinese netizens is
“runxue (https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/24/business/china-covid-
zero.html),” or “run philosophy,” meaning to �ee China in search of a
better life.

Before the Xi Jinping era, Hong Kong �t this bill. 

Li Ka Shing. Credit: 聯合報系
(https://udn.com/news/story/7331/61208

Zhang Yong. Credit: 四哥包你笑
(https://www.sohu.com/a/473949987_12

(https://www.thewirechina.com/2022/09/04/louisa-lim-on-the-
erosion-of-democracy-in-hong-kong/)
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“[Wealthy Chinese] used to set up family o�ces in Hong Kong,” says
Ryan Lin, (http://bayfrontlaw.sg/our-team/) director of Singapore-
based Bayfront Law. “But with what’s happened between Hong Kong
and China, more are coming directly to Singapore and bypassing Hong
Kong.” 

“�e wealthy class of Chinese has seen the writing on the wall,” adds
Clyde Prestowitz (https://www.clydevprestowitz.com/), an economist
and author of �e World Turned Upside Down: America, China and the
Struggle for Global Leadership (https://www.amazon.com/World-Turned-
Upside-Down-Leadership/dp/0300248490/ref=sr_1_1?
qid=1676848981&re�nements=p_27%3AClyde+Prestowitz&s=books&sr=1-
1). “Xi Jinping’s China is not a safe place for them or their money.” 

For the Chinese upper-class, Singapore’s brand is increasingly
attractive. Under Singapore’s global investor program, people who
invest at least $1.8 million in a fund, family o�ce or company can
apply for permanent residency. It makes Singapore competitive with
other “golden visa” programs in the Caribbean, Europe and America. In
an authoritative ranking (https://www.knightfrank.com/wealthreport/)
of the world’s fastest growing ultra high-net-worth populations (people
with $30 million or more), Singapore moved from eighth place in 2019
to third in 2022. Of the country’s ten richest residents
(https://www.forbes.com/lists/singapore-billionaires/?
sh=4899e8796736), �ve are Chinese-born permanent residents.
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It also helps that nearly three-quarters of Singapore’s 5.6 million
citizens are ethnically Chinese and that 67 percent of Singaporeans
view China favorably, according to a recent Pew survey
(https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2022/06/29/negative-views-of-
china-tied-to-critical-views-of-its-policies-on-human-rights/). 

“It just ticks all the boxes,” says Dominic Volker,
(https://www.henleyglobal.com/about/key-people/dominic-volek)an
executive with Henley & Partners, a high-end immigration
consultancy, which saw inquiries surge 600 percent last month
following the end of Covid-zero in China. “We spend most of our time

Data: Pew Research Center
(https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2022/06/29/negative-views-
of-china-tied-to-critical-views-of-its-policies-on-human-rights/)
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with Singaporean wealth management companies and private banks
and they are all having record years. A lot of that �ows from China and
Hong Kong, with all the geopolitical tensions there.” 

Companies are shifting focus to Singapore too. In 2022, around 500
�rms (https://archive.is/xi7AO#selection-1369.0-1369.72) from Hong
Kong and the mainland expanded their operations in Singapore. Many
hail from the much-embattled Chinese tech sector — like online
clothing giant Shein, the electric vehicle maker Nio, and TikTok parent
company ByteDance — as well as Chinese crypto �rms and even
multinationals, like the VF Corporation
(https://www.vfc.com/investors/news-events-presentations/press-
releases/detail/1744/vf-corporation-announces-regional-
transformation-plan-to), which owns �e North Face, Timberland and
other brands.

For the Singaporean government, both the in�ux of business interest
and the migration play into long standing plans to attract top-notch
human capital and foster a start-up culture. 

“�e government likes that it gets to build up Singapore’s wealth
industry, but it also wants to attract entrepreneurs to build up
entrepreneurship,” says Grace Tang
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/grace-tang-b325a6146/?

A video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6wFpT185ep8) of NIO’s listing on the
Singapore Exchange.
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originalSubdomain=sg), executive director at Phillip Private Equity
which manages one of two global investor program funds in
Singapore. 

Hong Kong, meanwhile, has been bleeding out. In 2022 alone, over
130,000 residents emigrated (https://www.voanews.com/a/hong-kong-
exodus-may-threaten-city-s-global-�nancial-
status-/6709210.html#:~:text=More%20than%20113%2C000%20residents%20le
— to Singapore but also places like Canada, England and Australia.
�ere have been three straight years of population decline, according to
government statistics. Nearly half of all European companies in Hong
Kong have plans to relocate, according to a recent study
(https://www.eurocham.com.hk/publications/eurocham-survey-on-
the-impact-of-covid-19-on-the-business-community) by the
European Chamber of Commerce. Firms that remain complain of a
crippling brain-drain and a struggle to recruit workers.

So far, the city
has only
modestly
attempted to
blunt the
exodus.
Recently, it

made it easier to acquire (https://www.scmp.com/economy/global-
economy/article/3206857/chinas-emigration-run-philosophy-results-
surge-hong-kong-visas-amid-citys-top-talent-hunt) permanent
residency cards, and the Hong Kong government now o�ers work visas
to mainlanders who have graduated from prestigious institutions
without the need for an employer’s endorsement. 

Taken together, the changes in both cities have led to a general sense
that Singapore is the new Hong Kong. Last year, as Hong Kong’s
GDP shrunk (https://archive.is/wC8mV) by 3.2 percent, Singapore’s
expanded by 3.8 percent. And in a 2022 comparative study
(https://fortune.com/2022/09/23/singapore-hong-kong-place-asia-

Sample. Credit: Hong Kong Immigration Department
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top-�nancial-center-new-partner-to-london-new-york/) between
global �nancial hubs, Singapore replaced Hong Kong as the third top
�nancial center in the world, behind New York and London. 

“Hong Kong is losing its status as Asia’s most prime �nancial center
and Singapore is on the rise,” says Xin Sun
(https://www.kcl.ac.uk/people/xin-sun), an expert in Chinese business
at King’s College London. “In the future, Chinese companies who
want to go global will be more likely to register their headquarters in
Singapore than in Hong Kong.” 

But not everyone is so bearish on the Fragrant Harbour, as Hong Kong
is called. As Covid Zero ends and the city reopens, some are predicting
greener pastures. In terms of sheer wealth, Singapore pales in
comparison to Hong Kong since Hong Kong boasts something
Singapore never will: close proximity to one billion Chinese wallets.
Re�ecting this easy access to Chinese capital, the value of companies
on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange dwarfs Singapore’s: currently, the

HKEX CEO Nicolas Aguzin at the Lunar New Year celebration, January 26,
2023. Credit: HKEX (https://www.hkexgroup.com/Media-
Centre/Media-Library/Corporate/Corporate/CNY-2023?sc_lang=en)
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market value of companies listed in Hong Kong is close to $4 trillion
compared with less than $500 billion for the Singapore Exchange
(SGX). 

For companies in search of equity, this is a strong advantage. 

“Network e�ects just make it very hard to compete because of the size
and depth of capital markets in Hong Kong,” says Low
(https://law.nus.edu.sg/people/low-kelvin-f-k/). “�e Singapore stock
exchange has not been competitive for a very long time.”

�e gap may widen still. According to a recent Bloomberg survey
(https://archive.is/wC8mV) of 12 economists, Hong Kong’s growth
rate this year is expected to exceed Singapore’s, thanks largely to its
close proximity to eager mainland capital. In 2023, the city’s IPOs by
deal value could triple to about $40 billion (most Hong Kong stock
exchange listings are mainland companies). �e Chinese economy, too
— although hobbled by debt, a housing crisis and low
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinese-consumers-hoard-cash-after-
con�dence-takes-a-hit-11675848507?
mod=hp_listb_pos1&mod=article_inline) consumer con�dence — is
still set to expand 5.2 percent this year, according to the International
Monetary Fund’s latest forecasts. 

— Neil �omas, a China analyst for Eurasia Group

Hong Kong’s economy still works quite di�erently
to mainland China’s and still has better legal
protections for business matters. It’s just that who
Hong Kong is for is changing.
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Moreover, Singapore has a dull reputation. “It is the conventional
wisdom that Singapore is boring,” notes Rui Ma, a consultant focused
on the Chinese tech space. Among mainland Chinese, one popular
nickname is “Singaboring.” 

�ough less free, Hong Kong is decidedly not boring. Plus, �nance
workers there make on average 55 percent more in total compensation
than those in Singapore, according to eFinanceCareers,
(https://www.e�nancialcareers.co.uk/news/2022/07/hong-kong-
versus-singapore-banking?
_ga=2.120270856.1099889653.1676309377-
970136408.1676309376&_gl=1*1ojlj63*_ga*OTcwMTM2NDA4LjE2NzYzMD
a recruiting research group. And its e�ective tax rates are lower. 

Despite its political problems, some argue, the mountainous metropolis
remains robustly competitive. 

Lee Hsien Loong at the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting in Davos, January 22,
2020. Credit: World Economic Forum via Flickr
(https://www.�ickr.com/photos/worldeconomicforum/49424135727/in/photolist-
2iirBDa-2kwHkiD-2kwHkjf-2kwGMco-2kwD43B-9SA7wx-2kwD58N-2catynj-
2auU2gE-2auU2zL-pq9Lf9-pq7PGR-2kwGKiJ-2iiqsZn-2iinZFW-2iinZL5-2iirx12-
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“Hong Kong’s economy still works quite di�erently to mainland
China’s and still has better legal protections for business matters,” says
Neil �omas (https://www.eurasiagroup.net/people/nthomas), a China
analyst for Eurasia Group. “It’s just that who Hong Kong is for is
changing. It’s not for international business anymore, it’s for Chinese
business.” 

Even Singaporean prime minister Lee Hsien Loong insists the two
cities aren’t in competition with each other. When asked last spring by
a reporter if his country bene�ted from Hong Kong’s duress, he replied
(https://www.pmo.gov.sg/Newsroom/PM-Lee-Hsien-Loong-at-the-
Dialogue-with-Council-on-Foreign-Relations-Mar-2022), “[I]t is not
to our advantage to have Hong Kong languish. �ey thrive, we thrive.
We will make a living, and so will they. It is not Hertz or Avis.” 

�e leader’s witty reply was a characteristic display of Singaporean tact.
But it also re�ected an important truth: Singapore needs Hong Kong
to prosper. With the sudden windfall of Chinese wealth and talent,
Singapore is facing unprecedented challenges of its own, including
rapidly widening economic inequality and exceedingly delicate foreign
policy choices. �e relationship between the two �nancial hubs is far
more complicated and consequential than rental cars.

NATION BUILDING

ax Britannica, that “imperial century” when Britain ruled the seas,
birthed Asia’s two wealthiest island cities. After the Qing dynasty

ceded Hong Kong to the Crown in 1842, British colonialists remade
the sleepy island into a modern and mighty �nancial titan. �roughout
Hong Kong’s rise, mainland China withered in warlordism, civil war,
Japanese brutalization and communist misrule.

2iiqmbC-2iizued-2iix5tU-2iinXDz-2iiqmak-2iiqmiM-2iiqmfa-2kwD5ab-2iizu3M-
2iizubx-duZpJ7-AuMcWd-28f6UJU-2iirBzC-2iix5qN-2iizugn-2iiqm7p-2b14viF-
2iio5sK-m6vRrc-2iiqonw-2iirx4J-2iinXH2-29BHKbV-NSr9rQ-MeZcrn-8qqegS-
xY3amf-xiKQhD-xY8J8i-xY26cY-xY25WN-ygkhM4)
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Singapore, too, prospered under the Union Jack, transforming from a
malarial hideaway into one of Asia’s busiest trading ports. After the
British �nally departed in 1968, their cultural and legal remnants set
Singapore on a fortuitous path. 

But it took the steely shepherding of Lee Kuan Yew (1923–2015),
Singapore’s founding prime minister, to take full advantage of his
infant country’s few advantages. Despite everything standing against
Singapore, he remarked in 1979, “we have to �ght our way out of
[pessimism]. You have to show a credible, plausible way that we can
keep our head above water.” 

Lee’s “little red dot” proved a hardy swimmer. From 1965 to 1990,
Singapore GDP per capita expanded from $500 to $13,000, surpassing
Portugal, Israel and South Korea; it has since reached $72,000. “We are
pragmatists,” Lee once remarked about Singapore’s development
model. “We don’t stick to any ideology.”

Lee Kuan Yew and Richard Nixon walk in the White House rose garden,
April 10, 1973. Behind them are Henry Kissinger and Singapore’s
ambassador to Washington, E.S. Monteiro. Credit: Richard Nixon
Foundation (https://www.nixonfoundation.org/artifact/lee-kuan-yew/)

https://www.nixonfoundation.org/artifact/lee-kuan-yew/
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Lee saw Singapore balanced on a knife-edge, perpetually at risk of
economic implosion or societal unrest. “Precisely because it had no past
as a nation, there was no assurance it would have a future; its margin
for error thus remained perpetually close to zero,” writes Henry
Kissinger in Leadership: Six Studies in World Strategy (Leadership: Six
Studies in World Strategy), which pro�les Lee.

Despite lacking land, natural resources or even reliable drinking water,
Singapore prospered to a remarkable extent. Capitalizing on its
strategic position at the southern end of the Strait of Malacca, a major
global sea lane, it has become the world’s second largest port. It also
thrived by aggressively courting multinationals, nurturing a dynamic
manufacturing industry. 

By 1972, half of the Singaporean labor force was employed by
multinationals, which accounted for 70 percent of its industrial
production. A year later, Singapore became the third-largest oil re�ner
in the world. 

Singapore’s port. Credit: Zairon via Wikimedia Commons
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Singapore_Port_viewed_from_The_Pinn

leadership: Six Studies in World Strategy
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Singapore_Port_viewed_from_The_Pinnacle@Duxton_04.jpg
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All the while, the Singaporean government invested heavily in
education — for several years, up to one-third of the national budget
went towards it — rapidly moving its workforce up the value chain.
“Emphasis on the quality of life turned into a de�ning aspect of
Singapore’s style,” Kissinger wrote. 

Today, Singapore tops virtually every regional quality of life index, and
its GDP of $397 billion is larger than neighboring Malaysia’s, a
resource-rich country nearly 500 times its size. In a region plagued by
government and corporate corruption, Transparency International rates
(https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2021/index/sgp) it as the fourth-
least-corrupt country on earth. It is the richest city on the equator by
far.

But despite succeeding against all the odds, the recent surge of Chinese
money has been somewhat destabilizing for Singapore. From real estate
to automobiles, everyday prices are rising, as are already-high inequality
metrics, due in part to the migration. Last year Singapore was ranked
the priciest city in the world, alongside New York, by the Economist
Intelligence Unit (https://www.eiu.com/n/new-york-and-singapore-
rank-as-the-worlds-most-expensive-cities/). In a recent speech, the
Singaporean prime minister acknowledged
(https://www.channelnewsasia.com/singapore/ndr-2022-in�ation-
cost-living-gst-pm-lee-2891266) that the swelling costs of living were
at “the top of everyone’s minds.” 

https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2021/index/sgp
https://www.eiu.com/n/new-york-and-singapore-rank-as-the-worlds-most-expensive-cities/
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/singapore/ndr-2022-inflation-cost-living-gst-pm-lee-2891266
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�e numbers paint a picture of shrinking opportunity for the middle-
class. Between 2021 and 2022, the average cost of rent shot up 36
percent to $3,500 a month for a 1,000-square-foot condo apartment,
according to 99.co (https://www.99.co/singapore/insider/punggol-
tops-list-hdb-median-rent-annual-increase/), a property portal. Home
prices have gone up 8 percent. Last year, license costs to drive a car rose
by almost 40 percent, while food costs are rising from in�ation
(https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-26/singapore-s-
hawker-food-prices-rise-most-across-all-eateries); hawker stall prices,
Singapore’s average joe mainstay, have gone up
(https://www.singstat.gov.sg/�nd-data/search-by-
theme/economy/prices-and-price-indices/latest-data) nearly 8 percent.
Parents are �nding private schools more competitive than ever. Even
gol�ng is pricier: the cost of a membership to the exclusive Sentosa
Golf Club more than doubled
(https://www.golfmonthly.com/news/report-liv-golf-venue-sentosa-ex-
pat-joining-fees-double-to-dollar618000) since 2019.

Data: Singapore Statistics
(https://tradingeconomics.com/singapore/food-in�ation)

https://www.99.co/singapore/insider/punggol-tops-list-hdb-median-rent-annual-increase/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-26/singapore-s-hawker-food-prices-rise-most-across-all-eateries
https://www.singstat.gov.sg/find-data/search-by-theme/economy/prices-and-price-indices/latest-data
https://www.golfmonthly.com/news/report-liv-golf-venue-sentosa-ex-pat-joining-fees-double-to-dollar618000
https://tradingeconomics.com/singapore/food-inflation
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Moreover, in a multiethnic country with a history of racial strife, there
are whispered concerns of Chinese enclaves forming and old ethnic
resentment bubbling up. Kher Sheng Lee
(https://www.linkedin.com/in/khershenglee/?originalSubdomain=sg),
co-head of the Asia Paci�c Alternative Investment Management
Association in Singapore, says a popular shirt in Singapore that reads,
“I’m Singaporean, not Chinese.”

“Because they’re coming in such large numbers, they tend to
congregate amongst themselves,” says Kelvin F.K. Low
(https://law.nus.edu.sg/people/low-kelvin-f-k/), a law professor at
National University of Singapore. “�ey use WeChat rather than
WhatsApp. �ey’re more comfortable speaking Mandarin [than
English, Singapore’s de facto main language].” 

“It’s not just high-pro�le Chinese industrialists and property
developers moving to Singapore and buying fancy houses in Sentosa,”
adds Drew �ompson (https://lkyspp.nus.edu.sg/cag/about-us/our-
team/drew-thompson), a visiting senior research fellow at the National
University of Singapore and former U.S. defense o�cial. “�ere’s a lot
of angst and consternation about immigration that this really touches
on.”

— Sebastian Strangio
(https://thediplomat.com/authors/sebastian-strangio/), author

Singapore has managed this balancing act fairly
well. �e Singaporeans very much hue to the
dictum that nations don’t have friends, only
interests.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/khershenglee/?originalSubdomain=sg
https://law.nus.edu.sg/people/low-kelvin-f-k/
https://lkyspp.nus.edu.sg/cag/about-us/our-team/drew-thompson
https://thediplomat.com/authors/sebastian-strangio/
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Singapore has taken small steps to soften the Chinese surge. Recently,
the conditions required to open a family o�ce were tightened. And
there has been an additional duty
(https://www.iras.gov.sg/taxes/stamp-duty/for-property/buying-or-
acquiring-property/buyer's-stamp-duty-(bsd)) placed on foreign real
estate buyers, most of whom are mainland Chinese — though it hasn’t
had much e�ect. 

“For a lot of the wealthy Chinese, particularly after the Shanghai
lockdowns and the collapse of the Chinese property market, they don’t
mind paying the additional buyer’s stamp duty,” says Low, who
specializes in real estate law. “�ey’re just �nding ways of preserving
wealth.” 

Perhaps most consequentially, the Chinese migration could roil
Singapore’s delicate foreign policy. �e Chinese-majority country has
long taken pains to distance itself from accusations of undue PRC
in�uence while still engaging heavily with China. As Gideon

The Singapore-China Trade & Investment Forum, November 6, 2021.
Credit: Riviera (https://rivieraevents.com/custom_event/singapore-
china-trade-investment-forum-livestreaming-at-ciie/)

https://www.iras.gov.sg/taxes/stamp-duty/for-property/buying-or-acquiring-property/buyer's-stamp-duty-(bsd)
https://www.mfa.gov.sg/Newsroom/Press-Statements-Transcripts-and-Photos/2020/08/05082020-aspen-security-forum
https://www.mfa.gov.sg/Newsroom/Press-Statements-Transcripts-and-Photos/2020/08/05082020-aspen-security-forum
https://rivieraevents.com/custom_event/singapore-china-trade-investment-forum-livestreaming-at-ciie/
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Rachman, the Financial Times columnist, has said
(https://www.mfa.gov.sg/Newsroom/Press-Statements-Transcripts-
and-Photos/2020/08/05082020-aspen-security-forum), Singapore is
the only nation in the world “to have a special relationship both with
the People’s Republic of China and the United States.” 

China is Singapore’s largest trade partner, and Singapore’s
manufacturing industry has bene�ted enormously from Chinese
growth. Moreover many Singaporeans have lived or worked in China.
But as a bulwark against Chinese power, Singapore has quietly but
�rmly supported a strong American presence in the region, regularly
hosting U.S. Navy ships and sending its own troops stateside for
training.

“Singapore has managed this balancing act fairly well,” says Sebastian
Strangio (https://thediplomat.com/authors/sebastian-strangio/), author
of In �e Dragon’s Shadow: Southeast Asia in the Chinese Century
(https://www.amazon.com/Dragons-Shadow-Southeast-Chinese-
Century/dp/0300234031). “�e Singaporeans very much hue to the
dictum that nations don’t have friends, only interests.” 

Commander Andy Klug escorts Lt. Gen Melvyn Ong, chief of defence force,
Singapore Armed Forces, during a ship tour, at the Changi Naval Base,

https://www.mfa.gov.sg/Newsroom/Press-Statements-Transcripts-and-Photos/2020/08/05082020-aspen-security-forum
https://thediplomat.com/authors/sebastian-strangio/
https://www.amazon.com/Dragons-Shadow-Southeast-Chinese-Century/dp/0300234031
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With U.S.-China relations deteriorating, however, Singapore’s wiggle
room between Beijing and Washington could be further restricted. As
Singapore continues to lure away wealth and talent from China and
Hong Kong, for instance, it may attract unwanted attention from its
powerful and often vindictive northern neighbor. 

“�e Chinese government in the long run would certainly hope to
exert more political in�uence on Singapore,” says Sun, of King’s
College. “Down the road, things could become a bit trickier.” For
example, he adds, Beijing might seek more cooperation from Singapore
on the extradition of criminals and fugitives.

If U.S.-China relations were to dramatically rupture — in the case of
an invasion of Taiwan, say — Singapore’s surge of wealth and business
from China may well become a torrent. 

“If worse comes to worse and war breaks out across the straits, then
you’re going to see sanctions �y,” says a longtime senior business
executive in Hong Kong who requested anonymity because they are
not permitted to speak to the press. “All of that would be really
important news for Singapore. You’d start seeing a lot of private money
in Hong Kong leaping to Singapore.” 

Still, this wouldn’t mark a win for the Lion City. In the case of war, the
region as a whole “would su�er a huge geopolitically-induced
recession,” says �omas, of Eurasia Group. 

May 15, 2019. Credit: U.S. Navy via Flickr
(https://www.�ickr.com/photos/us-paci�c-
command/47818044992/in/photolist-2fRvYPA-KBxip5-JmjzxH-BH1VYB-
coxdNW-ryZwyC-ogKHny-fbQrzj-ocuWFC-evT5Wd-9pLjAX-qiztWG-
nGbL8B-ez1bJP-eBVRJ3-V9XtWw-fdYbxo-eQZABb-9pPkYq-Kkwcz7-
o9WMpT-npskcY-bUmm6c-KrXfSn-eJNPan-fjyBTS-eJV2rJ-eQfNUM-
eD8mav-fa6K8i-f1yMnT-MTQg1M-pDFf6h-9pPLDf-ez4jVd-QurxMN-
fjoSNx-chDf4b-qFG1Ww-o6YzG2-c4EnGq-Tsm4nk-UNMTSb-Kkt2Pu-
eJNRsz-8iZNxh-ELyY89-VeVdsj-wihQff-fexbVP)

https://www.flickr.com/photos/us-pacific-command/47818044992/in/photolist-2fRvYPA-KBxip5-JmjzxH-BH1VYB-coxdNW-ryZwyC-ogKHny-fbQrzj-ocuWFC-evT5Wd-9pLjAX-qiztWG-nGbL8B-ez1bJP-eBVRJ3-V9XtWw-fdYbxo-eQZABb-9pPkYq-Kkwcz7-o9WMpT-npskcY-bUmm6c-KrXfSn-eJNPan-fjyBTS-eJV2rJ-eQfNUM-eD8mav-fa6K8i-f1yMnT-MTQg1M-pDFf6h-9pPLDf-ez4jVd-QurxMN-fjoSNx-chDf4b-qFG1Ww-o6YzG2-c4EnGq-Tsm4nk-UNMTSb-Kkt2Pu-eJNRsz-8iZNxh-ELyY89-VeVdsj-wihQff-fexbVP
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Lee, the Singaporean assets manager, calls the prospect of war “the
elephant in the room” of the ongoing Chinese exodus. “If there’s a war
across the strait then all bets are o�,” he says.

Beyond that extreme scenario, most analysts expect both Hong Kong
and Singapore to continue serving as vital business hubs. But both
cities have undoubtedly changed. Indeed, it’s not Hertz and Avis. It’s
looking like Hertz and Car, Inc. — one of China’s largest rental car
companies. 

“�e days of Hong Kong as a world �nance center are gone,” says
Joseph Fan (https://business.uq.edu.au/pro�le/14235/joseph-fan), a
�nance professor at the University of Queensland in Australia, and
who spent decades in Hong Kong. “�e main investors and clients will
be replaced by Chinese companies, especially state-owned enterprises.
It’s already happening.” 

— an anonymous business executive in Hong Kong

If worse comes to worse and war breaks out across
the straits, then you’re going to see sanctions �y. All
of that would be really important news for
Singapore.

https://business.uq.edu.au/profile/14235/joseph-fan
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